At last, a brand new course specifically for the new KS3 curriculum that gives you direct links to MyMaths

You may be one of the many schools reviewing how your current resources cover the new KS3 curriculum. If you are looking for something to replace your tired old Framework materials, look no further than MyMaths for Key Stage 3.

For over 10 years MyMaths, the pioneering online teaching resource created by teachers for teachers, has earned its place right at the heart of the maths classroom. Working together with MyMaths we have now created MyMaths for KS3, which is the only course to provide:

- Official links to MyMaths, so it works together with the MyMaths resources you know to deliver the new curriculum
- A truly differentiated structure so that all levels of ability can access the new curriculum, including all the new topics
- Coherent progression through the KS3 phases, with 'learn it once and learn it well' philosophy leading to secure knowledge
- Focus on reasoning and problem-solving, underpinned by a wealth of practice to promote fluency, building strong foundations so you and your students can be in full control of their attainment
- Highly visual student resources, making classroom delivery easier and bringing maths alive for your students
- All materials, including full teacher support for the new curriculum, written by teachers for teachers
- Strong functional element emphasising the practical aspects and useful skills within maths
- Spread-based lessons make class teaching easier and provide clearly paced learning

Who can use MyMaths for KS3?

MyMaths for KS3 complements resources on the MyMaths site to deliver the new curriculum in the most effective and blended way, but they can also be used independently to deliver the new KS3 curriculum.